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 A. Choose the correct answers.

 1.  I ( like / likes / live ) eating mango pudding.

 2.  My baby sister ( cry / cries / flies ) when she is hungry.

 3.  The children ( read / reads / run ) storybooks in the library.

 4.  My grandma ( tell / tells / talks ) me a story every night.

 5.  My brother ( look / watch / watches ) cartoons on Sunday.

 6.  Dad and I ( pay / play / plays ) football every Saturday.

 7.  The boys ( go / goes / walk ) camping in autumn.

 8.  Michelle ( say / says / plays ) ‘Good morning!’ to her teachers every morning.

 9.  Mr. Lee and Mrs. Lee ( like / live / lives ) in Kowloon.

10. Uncle Sam ( wash / washes / brushes ) his clothes with the washing powder.

B. Proofreading:Correct the following sentences.

e.g.The zoo open from nine o'clock to six o'clock every day.

 1.  Dad, mum, my brother and I sees a lot of animals in the zoo.

 2.  There is pandas, sheep, giraffes and ducks.

 3.  Mr. Cheung are a zookeeper.

 4.  He give some food to the animals every day.

 5.  He washs the animals’ homes to keep them clean.

 6.  My younger brother saies ‘Hello’ to the pandas.

 7.  Dad buy some bread from the store.

 8.  We feeds some bread to the ducks.

 9.  Giraffes has a long neck. They eat the leaves on the trees.

10. Pandas likes to eat bamboo.
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In South Africa, Christmas 1.  in mid-summer. Children like to 

2.  at the beach.

In France, on Christmas Eve, children 3.  their socks in front of the 

fireplace. Father Christmas 4.  them with presents.

In the Netherlands, every child 5.  a carrot into a shoe on the midnight 

of 6th December, which is for St. Nicholas’s horse.

In Australia, it is too hot at Christmas. People 6.  Christmas dinner on 

a beach or play in pools. They 7. shopping in shorts and T-shirts.

In the Philippines, children 8. Christmas corals when they walk from 

house to house and ask for sweets.

In Iceland, there are thirteen Santa Clauses. They 9.  down from the 

mountains one by one.

In Russia, people start celebration in November. They do not 10.  

food comes from an animal, for example, meat, milk and even chocolate!

C. Santa Claus and Mrs. Claus are writing a book called ‘Christmas around the World’. They 
want to share with children how people celebrate Christmas in different parts of the world.
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